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We present a model of optic flow processing which is able to reconcile the integrative, cooperative
phenomena of motion capture and coherence with the differentiation of velocity signals in motion
segmentation and transparency. The model uses a Markov random field to compute the behaviour
of coextensive topographic neural maps of retinotopy and velocity. We have used the model to
simulate the psychophysics of motion coherence, motion capture and transparency. Further, it
exhibits motion segmentation without extra postulates. The model is robust and able to display all
types of motion percept with the same parameter set. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
The visual system appears to be able to perform two
apparently incompatible computations on local motion
signals (Braddick, 1993).One is integrativein nature and
is responsiblefor the smoothingof local velocity signals
as observed in the phenomena of motion capture and
coherence. The other is reflected in our ability to
differentiate areas of the visual scene whose velocities
are differentand allowsmotionsegmentation.Smoothing
across discontinuitiesin the velocity field would impair
such a process of motion differentiationand is therefore
apparently at odds with segmentation.
Motion capture can occur transparently, as demon-
strated by Ramachandran and Cavanagh (1987), where
the motion of randomly displaced dots is perceived to be
identical to that of a superimposed drifting grating.
Alternatively it may occur between clusters of apparent
motion stimuli when some are ambiguous and their
motion is then uniquely determined (captured) by the
introduction of a neighboring, unambiguous motion
(Chang & Julesz, 1984). It is also possible for illusory
contours to capture a textured background (Ramachan-
dran, 1985) although Bressan and Vallortigara (1993)
have shown that this is due to the apparentmotion of the
texture elements rather than the contours themselves.
It’is important to distinguishtrue motion capture from
the interactionof contour and motion. One of the earliest
reports of a visual phenomenonthat is often cited in this
context (Mackay, 1961)concerns the capture of dynamic
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visualnoiseby a movingaperturewhile the latter is being
tracked. The fact that the phenomenon disappearswhen
fixatingrather than tracking is indicativethat it may not,
in fact, be due to motion capture by the aperture. Rose
and Blake (1995) have studied related stimuli and
conclude that the aperture contours play a more
significantrole here; consequently,this class of phenom-
enon is outsidethe scope of this paper. It is believed that
true motion capture is important in enabling the motion
of an object’s surface texture to be perceived as identical
with the gross object motion itself.
Motion coherence or cooperativity (Williams &
Sekuler, 1984)occurs when many different local motion
vectors give rise to an overall percept which is
compatible with the global velocity. In the laboratory
this is achievedwith randomdot displaysin which the dot
displacementsare biased in a single direction. Ecologi-
cally, it is clearly more useful (in the natural environment
of our ancestors) to see the overall swaying motion of a
tree, for example, than the confusion of individual
motions of each of the leaves as they are blown by the
wind.
In contrastto the integrativeperceptsof coherenceand
capture, it is possible to differentiate spatially adjacent
regions of the visual field using motion signals alone.
Thus Braddick (1974),Nakayama (1981) and van Doom
and Koenderink(1983)all used randomdot stimuliwhich
consistedof two regionswith differentmean velocitiesso
that there were no luminanceor colour discontinuitiesto
assist segmentation.
Motion signals may also be differentiatedat the same
point in space leading to the percept of motion
transparency.Note that this is separate from the ability
to see two or more static surfaces which are spatially
coincident(Metelli, 1974).There has been a great deal of
work devoted to discoveringthe factors which determine
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whether stimulus components will be as transparent or
coherent in a variety of stimuli (Welch & Bowne, 1990:
Mulligan, 1993: Victor & Conte, 1992). More recently
Qian et al. (1994a,b) and Qian andAndersen(1994)have
provided evidence for a motion-opponent mechanism
that allows transparencyso long as there is not an almost
perfect opposition(balancing)of motion signalsthrough-
out the stimulus.Their hypothesisis that there is motion
opponency at an early stage of velocity encoding, in
accord with our own model of early motion processing
(Gurney & Wright, 1996a). We are not concerned here
with the particular low-level mechanism for allowing
transparency, but rather with the outcome of such
computations. Thus, we will simply assume that there
are up to two local motion signalsand take these as given
inputs to be encoded at the velocity tuned stage.
In describing the phenomena of coherence transpar-
ency and capture, the impression is given that they are
quite distinct. However, van Doom and Koenderink
(1982) showed that strips of dots moving coherently in
opposite directions can be segmented, seen as transpar-
ent, or as an overall pattern of dynamic visual noise,
depending on the width of the strips. These experiments
indicate that the different percepts may be mediated by
similar underlying mechanisms. The existence of co-
operative spatial processes is supported by the work of
Nawrot and Sekuler (1990) who show that motion
capture between strips of random dot kinematograms
displaysa hysteresiseffect in which the speedrequired to
null the effect of capture in their so-called ‘‘probe’ bands
dependson the previoushistory of the mean dot speed in
these bands. That hysteresis is a characteristic of
cooperative neural processes has been demonstrated
theoretically by Wilson and Cowan (1973) and this
model was, in turn, used to simulatehysteresisin motion
capture (Williams et al., 1986).
Cooperativeprocesseshave been used extensivelyas a
means to reconstruct visual images from noisy input
signals in machine vision (Davis & Rosenfeld, 1981).
One popular approach involves the minimization of
functional which combine the requirement to comply
with the noisy data togetherwith a smoothnessconstraint
(Poggio & Koch, 1985;Yuille & Grzywacz, 1988).The
functional approach sometimes admits an implementa-
tion in terms of a distributednetwork of similar devices
(Suter, 1991)althoughthese are not necessarilyrelated to
neural-net modelsper se. Another approach (Geman &
Geman, 1984; Poggio et al., 1988; Tolberg & Hwang,
1991) uses the formalism we adopt in our model; the
Markov Random Field (MRF). However, the structure
and interpretation of the MRFs used in these computa-
tionally based schemes is quite different from those
proposed here. In many of these models the natural
process is that of smoothing,and segmentationhas to be
dealt with independently. For example using MRFs, a
separate (but coupled) MRF of so-called ‘line-elements’
(Geman & Geman, 1984) is invoked which detects
boundaries within the image. In our model there are no
separate processes for segmentation and all phenomena
can be explained via a single structure which is related
directly to neural behaviouren masse.
Artificial neural nets have provided the impetus for
other models of optic flow. Cunningham and Waxman
(1994) describe a model which lends itself to implemen-
tation in VLSI silicon with the cooperative connections
mediatedby ‘diffusionnodes’.However, the emphasis in
simulationis on perceptualgroupingand apparentmotion
rather than the kind of tasks we focus on in this paper.
Tunley (1991) has shown how a network can achieve
segmentation using a laterally connected ‘Flow Web’
but, capture, coherenceand transparencyappearnot to be
dealt with. In both models, the architecture does not
appear to be related to well known anatomical or
physiologicalstructures.
The model proposed by Nawrot and Sekuler (1990)
makes explicit the assumptionthat the process of motion
integration is performed by connections between spa-
tially separated local motion processing units. This
hypothesishas not, however,been tested in a quantitative
way that compares model simulation results with
available psychophysicaldata. It is our intention in this
paper to do this and, further, to show how this kind of
mechanism can also accommodate segmentation and
transparency.
Our approach is to suppose that topographic cortical
maps are used to encode retinotopic space and velocity
and to model the essentialbehaviourof these maps using
an MRF. It has been shown that early vision in striate
cortex is mediated by coextensive topographicmaps for
ocular dominance, retinotopic location and and orienta-
tion tuning (Bonhoefer & Grinvald, 1991; Blasdel &
Salama, 1986). Recent work (Malonek et al., 1993) has
also shownthe existenceof maps in primate MT which is
the area we identifyas that involvedin velocityencoding.
Thus, not only are cells tuned here for direction but also
for speed (Maunsell & van Essen, 1983; Lagae et al.,
1993).That cells are tuned to speed and not just temporal
frequency is not clear from these studies a priori since
there is no control for the relative spatial and temporal
contentof the stimuli (which are usually slits or bars or a
fixedshape).However,Movshonet al. (1985)have found
cells in MT tuned to pattern features rather than Fourier
componentswhich rules out the possibilityof responding
to a component-specific property like the temporal
frequency. Thus we favour the interpretation that the
motion tuning reported is genuinely that for speed.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Our starting point is the encoding of local velocity
(withina smallpatch of the visual field)on a topographic
map within an array of velocity tuned cells. We have
previously shown (Gurney & Wright, 1992) how such a
structure can emerge via a self-organizingprocess in a
neural network as a result of input from a first stage of
spatiotemporal filters [Fig. l(a)]. Further we demon-
stratedthat,given sufficientinformationat the inputstage
in terms of local Fourier components, the map can be
thoughtof as solving the aperture problem according to
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FIGURE 1. Model architecture.
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(a) Two stage model of velocitv
encoding.(b) Topographicmap of velocity within each moduleuses a
polar coordinatesystem. (c) Inter-moduleconnections:a neuronin one
module optimally tuned to v will innervate others in neighboring
moduleswith excitatoryconnectionsthat extendover a region centred
on v-only sampleconnectionsfrom one moduleare shownfor clarity.
(d) Idealized spatial arrangement of velocity modules. (e) More
plausible arrangement in real cortical tissue.
the ~ntersection of Constraints (Adelson & Movshon,
1982). One possible form of the map provided for
orientation encoding via the polar angle 6 around the
centre of the network so that the optimal directional
tunihg of cells varied smoothlywith 6. Speed is encoded
in a monotonicsensewith increasingradial distancefrom
the centre so that optimal neural speed tuning increases
towards the edge of the map [Fig. l(b)]. Note that this
relation is not necessarily linear [see equation (l)]. A
stimuluswith well definedvelocity then results in an area
of localized activity within the network. Evidence for
polar orientation tuning of velocity sensitive cells is
provided by the physiological study of Malonek et al.
(1993) for area 18 of cat visual cortex. One predictionof
our model therefore, is the existence of speed tuning
maps coextensivewith those for orientation.
In the model we suppose that the velocity-tuned
neurons have no spatial frequency tuning. That is, they
have solved the aperture problem for all component
combinations. This is almost certainly a simplification
and we might expect some residual, broad-band spatial
frequency sensitivity which may, for example, help to
account for the spatial frequency dependenceof drifting
plaid coherence (Adelson & Movshon, 1982).
In order to encodethe velocityat each point in the optic
flow field we now suppose that each map or velocity
module is replicatedover the entire visual field as shown
in Fig. l(d). Of course, in the biological case, we expect
the maps to be distorted, for example, as shown in Fig.
l(e). Thus, retinotopicposition is encoded locally, while
velocity is encodedlocally.Cooperativityis then fostered
by equipping adjacent modules with excitatory inter-
module connections so that regions of each map that
correspond to similar velocities are strongly inter-
connected, while those with very different velocities
haveweak connectivityor no connectionat all [Fig. l(c)].
A full neuralnetworksimulationwould have to be very
large in order to accommodatesufficientlyaccurate intra-
module encoding and sufficient inter-module spatial
extent. Further, such a level of detail would impair the
understandingof the fundamental processes at work. In
order to make the problemtractable,we seek to modelthe
essential aspects of the neuronal interactionsat a higher
level by determining the encoded velocities in terms of
the centres of their corresponding regions of neural
activity. It should be stressed, however, that the under-
lying system we are modelling consists of coextensive
topographicneural maps of retinotopyand local velocity.
Velocity interaction
We proceedby givinga simpleanalysisof the way that
two contributionsto neural activitysum to produceeither
a unimodal or bimodal region of resultant activity.
Considerfirst a singlemodule that is being stimulatedby
two sets of signals from the pre-velocity encoding first
stage.We assumethat each set of signalsis producedby a
single image motion so that each is associated with an
implicitvelocityUi,i = 1,2.Assuminga topographicmap
of velocity, each input will make a smooth, unimodal
contributionto the neural activation.
For simplicitywe shall assume a common orientation
so that the situation may be depicted schematically in
one-dimension,as shown in Fig. 2(a). We then only need
deal with the scalars U1,U2.
For small differences IU1–U21,the two input contribu-
tions add to produce a resultant region of activity with a
single maximum at V1and the image appears coherent.
However, as the difference in the two speeds increases,
the resultantactivityprofilewill bifurcate allowingU1,U2
to be encoded almost veridically as V1,V2,resulting in
motion transparency.It is convenientfor our purposesto
think of both cases as having two encodings V1,V2,but
with V1= V2in the case of motion coherence. Notice that
some velocity-smoothingmay occur merely by postulat-
ing a uniformly distributedrepresentationof velocity on
the underlyingneuralsubstrate,and withoutinvokingany
separate cooperativemechanism.
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FIGURE2. Interactionof neural activityprofiles.(a) Schematicone-dimensionalrepresentation.The dark lines showexcitatory
contributionsto the neural activationfrom the first stage of a module.The grey lines showthe resulting activity. The left-hand
part of the figure shows the effect of two topographicallyclose inputs, the right hand side is for two topographicallydistant
inputs. (b) and (c) Plots of one of the encoded velocities VIagainst the implicit input velocity rq of one of the activation
contributionswith strength Uz.(b) Uses a simple Gaussianmodel like that shown in (a), while (c) is derived from a pairwise
energy interaction.
We now quantify this description by working with
Gaussianprotiles,althoughany unimodalfunctionshould
give similar results. We shall allow for variation in the
‘strength’al, U2,of the two input activitieswhich result
from variation in the motion signal from the first stage
due to contrast differences etc. The nominal speeds
encoded are then given by VI,V2where these may be the
same or different.Now supposeU1is held fixed and U2is
increased, startingwith U2= U1,while both al and a2 are
held fixed and al = a2. As this takes place, VI will
increaseas it takes on the mean of the two speedsbut will
then decrease again as the profile bifurcates and
eventually reach its input value U1.Repeating this for
various values of a2 we obtain the two-dimensionalplot
shown in Fig. 2(b).
The addition of activities used above is difficult to
extend to multiple modules and intermoduleinteractions
as this involves a complex dynamic system whose
equilibrium state is the result of satisfying many
constraints. The preferred approach in such a case is to
describe the system by a scalar—the Lyapunovfunction
or energy-whose minimization corresponds to finding
the equilibriumpoint (Luenberger, 1979).
In the one-dimensionalexample therefore,we definea
function e(ul, U2,cl, (2, Ml,U2)for which VI,V2are the
values of cl, ~2which minimizee. We shall interprete as
the energy of a systemwhose behaviouremulates that of
the underlying neural architecture. Although computa-
tionally equivalent, as far as velocity encoding is
concerned, the mechanisms of these two systems are
entirely different. That described by the energy function
will make use of an optimizationtechniqueto minimizee
and hence find Vl, V2; the neural substrate finds
equilibrium through the massively parallel processing
of a very large number of neurons, resulting in two
(possibly coincident) activity profiles encoding VI, V2.
Further,our use of energy here is differentfrom that used
in neural-networkmodelling(Cohen & Grossberg,1983;
Hinton et al., 1984)which works with functionsdefined
in terms of the state of individualartificialneurons.
To establishthe functionalform of eo, we examine the
rules or heuristicswhich it is supposedto embody. First,
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FIGURE 3. Shape of the weighting function for pairwise velocity
interactions.
we require that there is a tendency for each of the final
encodings,VI,V2to reflect their respective inputs Ul, U2.
This is done by assigningan energywhich increaseswith
the difference between each ~i and its corresponding
input Ui.Some care is required in selecting the particular
metric used to measure this difference. A linear
dependence on I(i – Uilin all energy componentsgives
a non-uniqueenergy minimum.Any power law Iri – Z#
with p >1 suffices to break the symmetry here but, for
simplicity, we have chosen a quadratic relation so that
each input i = 1, 2 is associatedwith a term ai((i —u~)2,
where rxis the input strength.Next, we require that there
is a tendency for VIto become equal to V2but that this
tendency decreases with the difference between the
inputs. Thus there is a pairwise interaction
W(AU)((l—(2)2where w is a weighting function of the
difference Au= Iul – U21,which is monotonic decreas-
ing. The form of w mustbe such that it is close to zero for
all values of its argument larger than some threshold,
which marks the extent of any interaction between
activation contributions. A possible form for such a
function is a “reversed” squashingfunctionor sigmoidas
shown in Fig. 3.
That is
W“ – p
[
1
w(x) = /3+ y 1 + ~-(x-fi)/P1 (1)
Herei O. is the value of the term in square brackets
when x = O so that w(0) = W“.Further, w+O as x+ m,
and W(x”)= wO/2so thatX“acts as a threshold.Finally,the
‘shape’ or steepness of w is determined by p. An
additionalrequirementis that any characteristicrelation-
ships should be maintained over a wide range of input
strengths.This is fosteredif the pairwiseterm is scaledby
max (al, U2).The energy e is then given by
~ = ~1((1 – Uly + a2(c2 – U2)2
(2)
+ max(~l, CY2)W(AU)(<1– C2)2
VI,V2are then the valuesof (1, (2 which minimizee given
the other parameters U1,U2,ml,U2.Figure 2(c) has been
obtained in an analogousway to Fig. 2(b) but has used
Eq. (2) to obtain the encoded speed VI.The two surface
plots show the same distinctiveridge shape showing that
the energy model has captured the essential character-
istics of the process of activation combination. The
energy model plot appears somewhat smootherthan that
of the Gaussian profile addition but, since the latter has
the status of a heuristic model of activity combination,
significanceshould not be attached to small differences
between the two models.
In principle we could allow as many different
velocities within each module as we please. However,
this number will be limited by the ability of the neural
profilesto become distinct and so we expect some upper
limit on the number of transparent surfaces that can be
articulatedperceptually.This was indeed found to be the
case by Andersen (1989),who showedthat no more than
three surfaces could be reliably reported in spite of there
being more than three present.
We now turn to the nature of inter-moduleinteraction.
Referring to Fig. 2(a), we suppose that one of the
activation contributions could be supplied by the
excitatory input from another module, rather than the
first stage. The nature of the interactionbetween the two
componentsnow proceeds in exactly the same way—the
module doesn’t “care” what the source of activation is.
To formalize these interactionsin the Lyapunov setting,
denote modules by lower case Greek letters p, v,..., and
considerthe influenceof modulep on modulev.First,we
examine the effect of velocity parameter <~,and suppose
that it contributesto the activation giving rise to <~.We
pit this activity against that suppliedby input u: which is
supposed to give rise to <~.There is then an effective
input to vwith velocity (~. The strengthof this inputwill
be determinedby the input strengtha: driving<~,and by
the modulating effect of the inter-module synaptic
strengths, which we assume can be modelled by a
multiplicativeparameter k. Thus, following the form of
Eq. (2) the energy of this interaction is
We should,however, place <~,<~on the same footing
so that both may be influencedby <~.This requires that
we add in another expression, just like Eq. (3), with
suitable relabeling so that the resultant energy for ~~
exciting module v has the form
We now build on this simple one-dimensionalmodel
by utilizing the full velocity map and multiple modules.
This is best expressed within the formalism of MRFs,
which are introduced in the next section.
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~IGURE4. Neighborhood structures in a Markovrandomfield. The
centre of each of the two example neighborhoods is shown by the
solid circular symbol—itsneighbors are shownas grey symbols.The
cliques for each scheme are shownin the correspondingpanels below.
Markov randomjields and Gibbs distributions
A good introduction is given by Geman and Geman
(1984). In essence, the MRF is a spatial array of sites,
each of which can take on one of a finite set of values.
The array is endowedwith some topographyso that each
site has a set of neighbors. This may be described
graphicallyby placing the sites on a graph and indicating
neighbors by linksbetween graphvertices.For example,
Fig. 4 shows two simple neighborhood structures. One
i~redangular, in which the neighbors of any site arejust
those nearest on the grid and placed at the four cardinal
compass points (’North’, ‘South’, ‘East’ and ‘West’).
Another possible neighborhood structure on the same
graph would include the four diagonal, nearest grid
points. The other neighborhood shown is based on a
hexagonalgeometry.A clique is a subsetof sitesin which
each site is a neighbourof every other site in the subset.
Thus, for the rectangular example in Fig. 4, the cliques
include pairs of nearest neighbors and single sites or
singletons. The hexagonal neigbourhoods also include
local triplet cliques.
The value of each site is a random variable whose
probabilitydistributiondependsonly on theneighboring
sites. The combination of spatial dependencies and
stochastic behaviour conspire therefore, to make MRFs
the natural candidate for modelling noisy neural
ensembles with local interconnectivity. However, the
resulting formulation, in terms of conditional probabil-
ities, turns out to be difficult to work with and MRFs
becomeuseful toolsonlywhen a connectionis madewith
the more tractable formalism of the Gibbs distribution.
These evolved in the contextof statisticalmechanicsand
so many of the terms have a thermodynamicflavour.
A Gibbs distribution relative to the site and graph
structureof a MRF is a probabilitymeasure definedvia a
scalar function referred to as the energy,E. Thus, if each
state of the field cohas energyE(u), then the probability
F’(co)is given by
P(u) +e-E(u)/T (5)
where Z is a constant (the partition function) and T is
a parameter—the “temperature’-which governs the
spread of the distribution. The local character of the
Gibbs distribution follows from the definition of the
energy. If% is the set of cliques C on the graph then we
definethe cliquepotential ec, for each C, to be a function
only of the site values in C. Then
(6)
The crucial point here is that it is often much easier to
capture the underlying behaviour of our system via the
local potential e~ than it is using the conditional
probabilities required for the MRF. This is, of course,
exactly what was done in a previous section for velocity
interaction.
Potentialfunctionsfor veloci~ encoding
First, we must establish a distance metric on the
topographic velocity map of Fig. l(b). Velocity dis-
crimination obeys a Weber law over a wide range of
speeds (Welch, 1989;McKee et al., 1986)as long as we
do not consider very large or small values. Thus, we
might expect speed tuning to vary logarithmicallywith
the distance across the cortical tissue. The logarithmic
mapping is in line with log–normal distribution of cell
tunings found in physiological studies (Foster et al.,
1985)and is supportedby simulation involvingvelocity
tuned cells (Gurney & Wright, 1996a,b). That is, if V is
the encoded speed, L. the correspondingradial distance
from the centreof the module,and VO,V~m the minimum
and maximum optimal speed tuningsof the module then
L. =
Lmax
log(vmax/v~) ()
log ; (7)
Here, O < Lv < L~,x where Lm,x determines the size
of a module.Under this schemeneural activationprofiles
will be shaped symmetrically with respect to Lv rather
than V and so the former is considered the primary
variable of interest. If we need to evaluate true speeds
then this can always be done by inverting Eq. (7) and,
over small regions of the map, there will be an
approximately linear relation between L, and V. It is
thereforeconvenientto introducethe log–velocityvector
L.= (LV,O)correspondingto the velocity v = (V,6).
Each moduleis representedby two vector-valuedsites,
,u~,iG{l,2}with valuesLj which will take the place of the
$ in Eqns (2) and (4). There is more than one way of
partitioning the terms in these expressions between
various clique sets but we choose to do this so as to
reflect the underlying conceptual approach (see Fig. 5).
First there are vector-valued inputs A;, tending to force
the L; to take on the same values as the inputs.This was
reflected in the terms like a~(<~ – uj)2 (module suffix
added) found in Eq. (2). We therefore define two
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singleton cliques per module with potentials e(pi), i = 1,
2, given in terms of a suitably defined neural distance
2d~(L~,Ai which is the analogueof the squaredifference((~ – ~~! . The simplest generalization of this is the
squareof the Euclidean norm llL~– A; 112,so that
The remaining part of Eq. (2) gives rise to an intra-
module pairwise clique with potential e(pl, p2) given by
Here, w is of the form given in Eq. (1) and is
parametrized by the set {w”,p~o}, where L“ is the
“threshold”.
Each module is surrounded by four neighbors on a
rectangular grid. The inter-module cliques are triplets
based on a generalizationof the form in Eq. (4). Thus if pi
is exciting module v, it is affecting both V1,V2and the
inter-moduleclique potential e(~i,v)is definedby
The total energy E is then
E=
(11)
To help understand the inter-module interactions,we
note first that terms like atllLt–A~ 112in Eq. (10) can be
absorbed into the singletonpotentials.Next, we take the
expectation value of the weighting factor w and absorb
the terms containing llL~–L%112into the intra-module
clique potentials. This leaves the pairwise terms
ka~llL~–L~112which we might expect from a IMiVe
smoothing constraint.
Finding energy minima
Although Eq. (11) definesan optimizationproblem, it
remains to specify how to obtain the global minimum of
E. A naive approach would seek to discover this by
making alterations in site values which always ensured
W <O. However, this will often result in a local rather
than global minimum value. One way of avoidingthis is
to utilize the analogy with physical systems (via the
‘energy’)still further and to notice that low-energysolid
states are only achieved by cooling a substance very
slowly. In carrying this over to a model simulation,we
allow the system to reach equilibrium at a series of
progressively lower temperatures, where the latter is
definedby the parameter Tin Eq. (5). That is we “cool”
the systemdown gradually,starting from some very high
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FIGURE 5. Neighborhoods and cliques for the MRF used in the
model. Each module is shown as an open square symbol and is
surroundedby four neighboring modules.Within each module there
are two vector-valued sitei giving rise to an intra-module pairwise
clique andtwo singletons(notshownfor clarity). Eachpair of modules
is associated with four, pairwise inter-modulecliques.
temperature at which all states are equally likely. A
techniquefor reaching thermal equilibriumat any T was
first describedby Metropoliset al. (1953):
(i) postulate some arbitrary change in the system
configurationor move, and find the associatedAE;
(ii) if AE<0 then execute the move, else, make the
move with probabilityexp(-A?/l);
(iii) repeat (i) and (ii) many times until there is no
change in the expectationof the energy.
The process of gradualcooling or simulatedannealing
was developedby Kirkpatricket al. (1983)and a rigorous
proof of convergenceon minimal energy states was later
provided by Geman and Geman (1984). It is usual to
choose the successive temperatures according to
T.+l =aT. where a e 1 is a constant The starting
temperature Tm is supposed to be effectively equivalent
to an “infinite” temperature at which all moves are
accepted. Starting at too high a temperature, however,
can be wasteful and, by choosing Tm in a way which
scales with the characteristicenergies of each modelling
situation,we may use the same number of temperatures
in all simulations.In each case we first found the mean
change in the modulus of the energy IAEI at some
extremely high temperature.Next, we determined T@as
that temperature which set at 0.95 the probability of
accepting a move with & = IwI. A typical plot of the
energyas annealingprogressesis given in Fig. 6. It can be
seen that we did not allow annealing to proceed to the
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FIGURE 6. Typical annealing schedule in finding the equilibrium
energy of the MRF. The starting temperature Tm is shown on the
extreme right and the final temperature by the dotted line.
“freezing” point corresponding to a minimal E but
stopped just after the onset of the very low temperature
regime. The rationalehere is that, sincewe are modelling
a neural system, the inherentneural noise is equivalentto
a non-zero temperature in the corresponding Gibbs
distribution. Further, since the stimuli we will be
assuming as input for the velocity encoding system are
in general, not constant in time, we suppose that there
may be insufficienttime for optimalencodingsto emerge
which, again, corresponds to an incomplete annealing
schedule.
SIMULATIONWORK
In their work on motion integration using regulariza-
tion, Yuille and Grzywacz (1988) used a different
parametrizationof the model for each type of perceptual
phenomenon.In contrast to this, the structuralparameters
of our model are the same throughout; thus, k =0.5,
W“= 0.5, p = 10, L“ = 25. The input strengths are
determined according to one of two possible schemes,
in both of which we assume there is no module
dependence;thus a; = CZiYHwhere al, a2 are constants.
In the first scheme, we assume there is a uniquevelocity
for each module, corresponding to no motion transpar-
ency, so that ctl>0, U2= O,and in the secondwe assume
that there is uniform transparency with both al, U2>0.
All experimentswere performed using a 10x 10 grid of
moduleswhich was large enoughto minimizeany effects
due to grid edges, while being computationallytractable.
If N is the number of temperatures used, then all
simulationresultsare expressedin terms of the finalset of
encoded log-velocitiesLf = {L;} after coming to equili-(~-1) For all results reported ‘erebrium at TN= Tma .
N =22, a =0.75 and there were 2 x 104 moves at each
temperature.
Motion coherence
Motion coherence occurs when local velocity vectors
have their directions drawn from some probability
distributionwith a non-zero spread of directions andfor
speeds. Williams and Sekuler (1984) studied motion
coherence by means of random dot kinematograms in
which each dot performs a two-dimensional random
walk. The step size of the walk was fixed while the
direction at each step was drawn from a uniform
distributionof width AO< 290°. Pattern coherence was
determined by the percentage of displays whose dots
were seen as flowing en masse in spite of possessing
individual local motions. In one series of experiments,
coherencewas measured as a function of A9 for a range
of dot densitiesand step-sizesor speeds.It was found that
low speeds and low dot densities tended to foster
coherenceand give similar results,while for large speeds
andlor dot densities,coherence was reduced.
In order to make quantitative predictions from a
simulationof these experiments, it is necessary to relate
the set of final, encoded log-velocitiesLf to a measure of
coherence.The situationdoes not lend itself easily to an
analysis using likelihood ratios (Snippe & Koenderink,
1992)since a comparisonis implicitlybeing made with a
entirely random set of velocities (incoherent dynamic
visualnoise)any configurationof which is equallylikely.
We therefore seek a plausible alternative. Clearly,
coherence is related in some way to the angular spread
of final velocities. Further, since the angular component
of the v is the same as that of L,, the relationof coherence
to velocitydirectionis preservedunder the log transform.
Let nti be the number of site velocities in L~which lie
withinan angularrange ~ whose centre is coincidentwith
that of the range of initialvelocities(thiscentre reference
will conventionallybe designated Odeg). Let $@(A6)be
the expectedvalue of the fraction n@/~fl,given an initial
uniformspreadAO.LetF. be the fractionof stimuliwhich
are deemedcoherent,thenwe now assumea simplelinear
relation betweenF. and~4(Atl)so that F. =k~@(A6)+~“.
Under uniformcoherentconditions(when Atl= O)F. = 1
and ~A@(0)= 1. With no coherence A9= 360, FC=Oand
f~(360)= 4/360. These relationshipsgive
Fc = fiJ(A@– 1
1 – q3/360+ 1 (12)
This is our perceptual linking relation between the
observable of the model and psychophysical perfor-
mance;morewill be said aboutthis in the Discussion.All
simulations in this section used A@= 120 deg which
corresponds, heuristically, to a process of classifying
local motionvectors into one of three cardinal directions
and estimating the preponderance of one direction over
the others.
Williams and Sekuler (1984) offer an explanation of
their data in terms of the so-called “correspondence
problem” (Braddick, 1982; Marr, 1982). Thus, for low
densities and speeds the perceived dot motions are
mainly due to those explicitly given by the prescribed
random walk for individual dots. On the other hand,
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FIGURE 7. Simulation results for motion capture compared with those of Williams and Sekuler (1984). The simulation is
shown by the solid line and the psychophysicaldata by the dotted line. (a) Is for a single dot displacement per module, (b)
assumes two. Afl simulated data points are averaged over six runs.
larger velocities and densities tend to give motions from
“false” matches between pairs of dots. In simulating
these coherence experiments,we assume that the model
inputs represent velocities determined veridically from
the randomwalk. This avoidsconfoundingthe behaviour
of the model with that of motion correspondence
mechanisms which would take place at the input stage.
To enable a fair comparison with the model, we have
therefore selected those data of Williams and Sekuler
which cluster together and appear to be determined
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FIGURE8. Velocityfieldsof typical runsfor the simulateddata of Fig. 7.The rectangulardiagramsare the velocityvectorfields
themselvesfor the inputs(left) andfinalencodedvectors(right).The upperand lowerfieldsare for sites Al,pz, respectively,and
the case shownis that for Ml= O,ctz= 0.2.The inputsare identical for bothPI, #z. The circular diagramsare correspondingpolar
plots of the vector fields.The sites in groupsPI, pz are distinguishedby opencircles and cross symbols.(a) and (b) are for initial
angular spreads AO= 180deg, 270deg, respectively.
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FIGURE9. Velocity fields of typical runs for simulationof the motion capture experimentsof Ramachandranand Cavanarzh
(1987).The layout ;nd symbolassignmentare the same as for Fig. 8. Onetit of site; (pi—shownat the top)was assignedto tie
drifting low spatial frequencygrating and the other set to the dots. In each panel, each pair of grating/dotfields (for both input
and encoding)have been scaled together so that the vector arrows are clearly visible.
largely by the random walk motion. These data
correspond to step sizes c 1.00 or dot densities
<0.2 dots/deg2 and their mean values have been used
to produce the dashed lines in Fig. 7. The main trend is
that there is a monotonic decrease of coherence for dot
spreads AOof between 150 and 290 deg. Secondly there
is some evidence of a “reverse-S” shape althoughthis is
not always reflected in individualresults.
Two conditionswere used in simulation.In the first,we
assume that the dot density is low enough that each
module receives input from only one dot displacement,
which is enforcedby puttingone of Uiequal to zero. In the
second condition we assume the opposite—that each
module receives two equally viable dot motions so that
al = U2.Which conditionactuallyprevails is a functionof
the receptive field size of each module and the results for
the first and second conditionsare shown as solid lines in
Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. Each data point is the
result of averaging 1 over 6 simulations. There is
reasonable agreement with the basic trend of decreasing
coherence within the the range AOobserved psychophy-
sically. Any evidence of an “S’’-shapeis stronger in the
case of equal input strengths although it is not quite as
steep as.that of the experimentaldata.
In order to see how these results emerge, Fig. 8(a) and
(b) shows plots of the log-velocities for AO= 180 deg,
270 deg, respectively, for a typical simulation run. In
each case, the inputsare shownon the left and typicalsite
values at equilibrium(at the finalannealingtemperature)
on the right.Each set of values is shownin two ways; as a
vector field on the site grid and as a polar plot. It is clear
that the larger initial angular spread is associatedwith a
less well-ordered final state. Not only is the range of
directionslargerbut so too is the rangeof speeds.Further,
the mean speed is lower which may be possible to
observe psychophysically in speed matching experi-
ments.
Motion capture
We considerhere the kind of of phenomenonreported
by Ramachandranand Cavanagh(1987)in which random
dot kinematograms are displayed transparently with a
drifting, low frequency grating and appear to adopt the
motion of the grating. The dots were spatially separated
into two distinct fields in which one was produced by
showing uncorrelated dot frames, while the other was
produced by displacing the same frame. Thus the two
fields contained random and coherent dot motion
respectively. The task was to set the grating speed,
startingfrom somehighvalue, so that the two fieldscould
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FIGURE10.Monte Carlo simulationsof the nearest neighbourmatchesfor dots used in the experimentsof Ramachandranand
Cavanagh(1987).The results are shownas vector fields of dot motionvectors impliedby the matches obtained. In each panel
the field labelled “coherent” is that for a stimuluswhose motionsfollowby displacinga fixed dot frame. The “non-coherent”
field is for the motionarisingbetweentwo non-correlatedframes.Althoughthere is nominalcoherencefor the frames on the left
in each case, nearest neighbour matches do not correspond necessarily with the implied coherent motion and this
correspondenceis markedly less at higher dot speeds.
just be distinguished. Their observations showed that,
when the two fields appeared similar, they both
resembledone in which the dotswere physicallyattached
to-or had been “captured” by—thedriftinggrating.One
of their main results (implicit in the task protocol) was
that this phenomenonprevailedat high gratingspeedsbut
was lost at lower speeds.
In our simulationswe modelledthe differencebetween
the dots and the grating by using a larger value for the
input strength al of the grating motion than that of the
dots. This is a result of two factors. First, the overall
motionenergy (Adelson& Bergen, 1985)in the dot fields
will be less than that of the gratings because of the
relative sparsity of luminance coverage (c. 7’%).Sec-
ondly, the dot fieldscontain much of their motion energy
at high spatial frequencies which, based on velocity
discriminationstudies (McKee et al., 1986;Pantle, 1978)
are known to be less sensitiveto motion. Our simulation
resultsare shownon Fig. 9 in the form of vector fieldsand
polar plots. It is apparentthat, for both “fast” and “slow”
gratings, the encoded dot motions have been drawn to
form clusters close to that associated with the grating;
which is just what is meantby “motioncapture”. Further,
it is clear (especiallyfrom the vector fields)that the faster
gratinggives rise to a more coherentdot motion,which is
closer to that of the uniform drifting grating, and
therefore more likely to be judged as having undergone
capture. That is, we associatefaster gratingswith a more
robust form of capture.
Another result obtained by Ramachandran and Cava-
nagh was that there was a monotonicdecreasingrelation
between the grating speed for capture threshold and the
dot speed.We offer an explanationin terms of the variety
of motion present in each type of dot field. Figure 10
showsthe resultof MonteCarlo simulationsfor small and
large dot displacements, and for coherent and random
displacements,based on nearestneighbourmatchesusing
the dot stimulus parameters of Ramachandran and
Cavanagh. Motion due to matches from nearest neigh-
bors is associated with relatively high spatial frequen-
cies. At lower spatialfrequencies,coherence is preserved
in the nominally coherent displays via longer range
“features” (Ramachandran & Anstis, 1983). Thus, in
terms of their higher spatial frequency content, coher-
ently moving fields with large displacementsprovide a
similar motion stimulus to randomly moving ones. We
shouldthereforeexpectthat, in the subjectivecomparison
task used by Ramachandran and Cavanagh, they will
appear similar over a larger range of grating speeds than
the coherent/incoherentdot fields with small displace-
ments which are motion-separable over all spatial
frequencies. Since the similarity range does not appear
to be bounded above, this implies that larger dot
displacementsare associatedwith lower grating capture
speeds.
Motion transparency
In this section we model
M@ller (1992) designed to
psychophysical work by
look at thresholds for
perceiving motion transparency. The stimuli consisted
of a superpositionof two drifting, random dot fields in
which each field had directions drawn from a uniform
distribution of width 30 deg, but with constant dot
displacement. Each dot field had a mean dot direction
(the centre of its uniform distribution)and the threshold
was measured as the smallest separationof the two mean
directions which allowed a percept of two independent
motion planes. The dot density and displacement were
such that mismatchesunder the correspondenceproblem
were rare. This allows us to model the inputs directly
from the physical dot motion specificationin a veridical
way. Given the angular spread of each dot field, the
theoretical minimum threshold for transparency is
30 deg. Moller found that thresholds were typically
around40 deg. Figure 11 shows the simulationinput and
encoded velocities for an experiment with a dot plane
angular separation of 45 deg. Both al and ctzwere set to
0.1. The velocity clusters are just separable which is
suggestiveof the perceptual distinguishabilityof the dot
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FIGURE 11. Polar plots of the velocity fields for simulationof the motion transparencyexperiments of M@ller(1992). Two
planes of dots with the same angular spread of motions are superimposedbut whose mean direction differs by 45 deg. The
clusters of encoded velocities are distinguishable which is consistent with their experimentally measured thresholds of
separation.
planes with approximately the same threshold as that
found experimentally.
Motion segmentation
One of the features of phenomena like motion capture
and coherence is that they rely on smoothing and
integrative processes. It is not clear a priori whether
the same model can allow two different motion fields to
coexist in space, as is required in motion segmentation.
To test this we split the input into two uniformlymoving
areas with directions Odeg, 30 deg, and with the same
speed. This is a harder test of the model’s ability to
segment than one in which the two fields have widely
separated velocities since the integrative effect of
intermodule cliques is greatest over small velocity
differences.The results are shown in the form of vector
fields for log-velocity in Fig. 12. Since there is no
transparencywe use al = 0.5, IX2= O.The two fieldshave
been well segmented and reflect the inputs in an almost
veridical way.
Transitionsbetween motionphenomena
In one of the experiments of van Doom and
Koenderink(1982), contiguousstrips of dots were made
to move perpendicular to the strip boundaries in such a
way that adjacent strips contained motions of opposite
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direction. With large strip widths the strips could be
clearly segmented, with very narrow strips their indivi-
duality was lost and two transparentmotion planes were
seen. With intermediate widths, the stimulus appeared
incoherent.The results of simulatingthese three cases is
shown in Fig. 13. In (a), the whole input field has beeri
divided into two, corresponding to two wide dot strips.
The input strengths were 0.2, 0 and the final encodings
show clear segmentation.Figure 13 has ten narrow strips
of alternating direction—the input strengths are again
0.2, 0. The final velocities associatedwith the group for
which a = 0.2 show a reasonably veridical encoding of
the input. However, the other group is rather chaotic. It
shows some sign of order near the top and bottom rows,
but this can be attributedto edge effectswithin the MRF.
The principlecharacteristicis shown in the middle of the
field which contains many spurious directions (see the
polar plot). The resulting percept is a result of both
encodings and, therefore, contains a noise-like, incoher-
ent element. In Fig. 13(c)we have assumedthat the strips
are so narrow that they may not be assigned to receptive
fields in separate modules. This has been modelled by
putting al = az = 0.2 and allowing both directions to
coexist at each input location. The resulting encoding is
consistent with a percept of motion transparency. The
magnitude of the encoded velocity of each dot plane is,
however, about 50% that of the input. As a result, we
predict that there would be a correspondingdecrease in
the perceived speed in a velocity match experiment
between transparent and non-transparent motion, given
with the same physical dot speed.
In all cases the encodedvelocitiesare the sameas those
found experimentally.
DISCUSSION
Annealing and neural noise
In the descriptionof the annealingprocess,it was noted
thatwe were usingresults at a temperatureslightlyhigher
than that required to producea true energy minimum,and
that this was equivalentto there being noise in the neural
representation of velocity. One source of noise is that
which is intrinsicto the encodingof informationin neural
tissue and arises from the dynamics of action potential
production (Tolhurst et al., 1983).Another noise source
arises from the locally transient nature of the stimulus
when using random dot kinematograms. Consider, for
example the stimuliused in the coherenceexperimentsin
Williams & Sekuler(1984).Each patch of the visualfield
is associated with a local motion signal from each dot
displacement but this is short-lived and replaced, in
general, by a different motion at the next displacement.
These short-livedsignalswill producevelocityencodings
which are not as reliable and robust as those following
from much longer-lived stimuli. The latter would there-
fore be associated, in our model, with lower tempera-
tures. Consider a stimulus with many small, non-
overlapping patches of high spatial frequency grating
with a uniform distribution of directions. If the local
gratingmotionsremain constant,then each can producea
more reliable motion signal and we have a locally long-
livedversionof the transientdot displaysof Williamsand
Sekuler. In the model, lowering the temperature further
results in a greater percentage coherence and so we
predict that these displayswill appearmore coherentthan
their random dot counterparts.
Simulatingpsychophysics
A key issue in making predictionsfrom a model is the
way in which model outputs are related to psychophy-
sical performance and pertain to the relationship in real
cortex between neural signals and behaviour. The
working assumption is that performance ratings are
increased as signalsbecome more distinguishableas has
been convincingly demonstrated by Newsome et al.
(1989) for area MT in primates. In explaining the
coherence experiments of Williams and Sekuler we
proposedthe quantitativelinkingrelation [Eq. (12)]. This
was derived heuristically and we expect the true neural
correlateof coherenceto be based on a deeper theoretical
foundation. Possible contenders for this include a
maximumlikelihoodformulation(Snippe& Koenderink,
1992) and the information theoretic difference between
probabilitydistributions(Kullbeck, 1959).It would have
been possibleto fit a higherorder polynomial(rather than
a linear relation) exactly to the data of Williams &
Sekuler (1984), but this would not, of course, have
constituteda test for the model.Thuswe shouldbe aware,
in comparing the model results with the experimental
data, that we are also testing our linking relation.
Although linking relations have not been explicitly
defined for the other phenomena, we have assumed
certain heuristics (based on the basic premise of signal
distinguishability) that might be used in establishing
them. For example, with motion capture the clusters of
motion vectors should be in close proximity and they
shouldboth indicatecoherence in the sense given by Eq.
(12).
Explaining thepsychophysics
At one level, the simulationresults are “explicable” as
the low-leveldynamicsof the model itself.However, it is
more meaningfulto try to providehigh level descriptions
of how the model produces the pattern of results in the
previous section. Consider Fig. 8 which shows the
distribution of final log-velocities for motion capture.
The average distance AL– A{ between two inputs
increases with the angular distribution width Atl. Since
to a first approximation L;= AL then the average
distance llL~– A~ll increases with A9. Thus, the
weighting factor w in the inter-modulecliques will tend
to be closer to zero as AOis increased.Then, equilibrium
will not be favoured by conditionsunder which L;= A;
(and hence L~SZL;) since this results in w increasing
through its whole range with a correspondingly large
energy premium in e@.This is, of course, the expression
in terms of clique potentials, of the tendency to velocity
bifurcationas the mean inter-velocitydistance increases.
—
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The explanation of the capture effect offered by
Ramachandranand Cavanagh (1987) invokes a mechan-
ism for inhibition of higher spatial frequenciesby lower
ones. Although this appears to null the high spatial
frequency motion, it does not seem to explain why it is
then subsequentlycapturedby the motion at lower spatial
frequencies. Our explanationrelies on the input strength
of the low frequencygratingbeing greater than that of the
dots. This means that the singleton clique potentials of
the grating are relatively stronger and allow the site
values to remain “anchored” more closely to the input
speed than is the case for the dots. This then allows the
dot motion to be drawn to (or captured by) that of the
grating via the intermodule cliques. Consider now the
clusters of encoded dot motions in the polar plots. The
size of both clusters is approximatelythe same (the axes
have been scaled for visibility) but that for the slower
grating showsa significantlygreater spread of directions,
resulting in a less coherent overall motion. It is this, we
claim, that leads to the reduced tendencyfor capturewith
the slower grating. The reason for the greater angular
spread is simply a result of the polar topography—the
cluster is located nearer the origin and hence subtendsa
larger angle.Ramachandranand Cavanaghalsoused high
spatial frequency gratings instead of dots and obtained
similar results. The contrast of both gratings was the
same but we argue that the motion signal from the high
spatial frequency gratings is of a lesser strength than that
from its low frequencycounterpart.Now, the strongerthe
neural signal, the greater will be the signal-to-noiseratio
and hence the ability to distinguish nearby neural
activation profiles (Gurney & Wright, 1996a). Velocity
discriminationstudies(McKee et al., 1986;Pantle, 1978)
do indeed show that performance is better for low spatial
frequencies,which supports the hypothesisof a stronger
motion signal in this range.
In the motion transparency simulation, the singleton
and intra-module pairwise cliques tend to foster uni-
formity or clustering within each dot plane. The inter-
modulecliqueswill also tend to foster this uniformityvia
its interactionbetween sitepairs like Pi,vi.The interaction
between site pairs of the form pi, Vji #j, however, tend
to assimilatethe two dot planes.There are thereforethree
factors promoting separate, intra-plane uniformity with
only one tending to assimilate the velocities to a mean
value. Intra-dot plane smoothing is also anchored to the
inputby the singletoncliques and is sufficientto support
transparency.
In the simulations of segmentation, the inter-module
cliquesat the motionboundarywill tend to try and reduce
the velocity difference here. However, there are two
factors which act to retain the regionalvelocity integrity.
First, the singleton cliques are, as always, acting to
anchor the site velocities to their nominal input value.
Second, and more importantly, because of the intra-
regional coherence, the inter-module cliques have
weights w which take their largest possiblevalue so that
these cliques are energeticallyvery influential;they will
have strongpotentialsand tend to fostera uniformfieldin
each region. Supposethe sites near the boundarywere to
become assimilated to the mean velocity; we consider
two extreme possibilities to try and understand the
solution obtained in simulation. First, there could be a
smooth velocity gradient across each region, starting at
the boundary and ending with sites distant from the
boundary taking their nominal input values. This,
however, is energetically unfavorable because the
strong inter-module cliques are inducing regional uni-
formity.Secondly,the entire fieldcould take on the mean
velocity at the boundary, which satisfies regional
uniformity but is at odds with the energy requirements
of the all the singletoncliques.It is now apparentthat it is
energetically favorable to retain regional velocity
identity at the expense of some conflict at the boundary.
In fact, the simulation shows some tendency to develop
velocity uniformity and we expect that, at very low
contrasts,motionsegmentationwould start to break down
since the input strengths (and hence singleton clique
potentials)become insignificant.
It might be thought that the use of inter-module
interactions which included more distant neighbors
might reduce the model’s ability to segment since it
fosters smoothingacross the motionboundary.However,
it will also tend to favour uniform encoding within each
region and so it remains a subject for further work to
investigatethe effect of a more extensive interaction. In
any case, the model assumesnothing about the receptive
field size of each module or any inter-moduleoverlap, so
that a restrictionto nearestneighbourinteractiondoes not
necessarily embody a predisposition to segment rather
than smooth the velocity field.
Further, although the model develops discrete regions
of the velocity field, it might be argued that the
segmentation process requires further articulation in
order to label the regions involved.This, however, raises
the whole issue of feature binding in models of
perception (von der Malsburg, 1995)which has (as with
most other models) not been part of our programme.
However, this does not mean that such a processmay not
be present. Suppose, for example, that the temporal
synchrony of neural signals is the mechanism that
underlies this phenomenon. This is certainly not ruled
out in the model but is not addressed since it does not
work at the level of individualaction potentials.
In explainingthe “dot strip” stimuli of van Doom and
Koenderink,we have only to account for the incoherent
case since transparencyand segmentation(the other two
percepts) have been dealt with. In any module, the inter-
module cliques are attempting to force the velocity to a
directionoppositeto that of the input. On the other hand,
the intra-modulecliquesare fosteringuniformitywith the
inputwhich is being anchoredat one of the singletons.In
the absenceof a singletonanchor, the site is caught in an
unstable situation and its value is uncertain. For the
anchored sites, however, the singleton strength is
sufficient to ensure dominance of the input. The
explanation offered by van Doom and Koenderink
invokes the properties of low-level motion detectors.
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Our explanationdoes not necessarily supplant theirs but
may complement it. This is because, irrespective of the
particular first-stagemotion mechanismused (before the
aperture problem is solved), the explicit encoding of
velocity at a later stage must reflect the percept,
Concludingremarks
The MRF model captures the essential features of an
underlying neural substrate in terms of its ability to
encode localmotionvectors.Complexneural interactions
have been modelled by considering the interaction of
neural activity profiles and by capturing their behaviour
via a set of clique potentials for a MRF. The model is
robust and we have shown how seeminglycontradictory
and disparate perceptual phenomena—motion capture,
coherence, transparency and segmentation—allemerge
from a single cooperative model with a single set of
parameters.
No attempt has been made to describe another
cooperative phenomenon—induced motion—since this
almost certainly relies on inter-module inhibitionwhich
is not available in the current model. Apart from the
inclusion of inhibitory mechanisms, further work will
investigate the effect of alternative neighbourhood
structures (hexagonal grids are arguably more natural)
functional forms for the weighting function w and the
form of the neural distance function dN.
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